Pedagogical Challenges

- Dealing with administration
- Building Chapman's General
- Educational Requirements
- Community Civic Engagement
- Is this academic enough?
- Ensuring inclusivity
- Email-based discussion
- Online learning
- In-person vs. online
- In-class vs. online
- Incorporating new & old
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Articles Include:


INDIA: ON TREND AND SO IN

Sohini Mukherjee, Chapman University
A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ME

- Sophomore at Chapman University
- English Literature and Psychology Major
- International Student
- Born in India and raised in the United States

Most people are principally aware of one culture, one setting, one home; exiles are aware of at least two, and this plurality of vision give rise to an awareness of simultaneous dimensions, an awareness that- to borrow a phrase from music - contrapuntal” – Edward Said
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In literature...

- *Prominent Cadets*, a webcomic by Aaron Diaz

- Main Character travels to a city ruled by a totalitarian, Nazi-like bureaucracy that is against anyone who is transhuman
Why the negativity?

- Some students believe it's not valuable.
- It's not because of the work.
What is Transhumanism?

- Simply put, it's cyborgs
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